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Defining NGOsDefining NGOs
 OrganisedOrganised
 PrivatePrivate
 NotNot--profit distributingprofit distributing
 SelfSelf--governinggoverning
 NonNon--compulsory compulsory 
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Definition from: Statistics NZ and the international comparative NP sector project
Organised: institutionalised to some extent; formally registered or unregistered org shows proof of having regular meetings
Private: institutionally separate from govt; not controlled by govt
Not profit distributing: surplus generated cannot be distributed to is owners, officers or member, but applied to activities relating to org’s mission
Self governing: equipped to control their own activities, own internal procedures for governance and must not be controlled by outside entities 
Non-compulsory/voluntary: membership and contributions of time and money are not required or enforced by law or otherwise made a condition of citizenship or determined by birth
Tangata whenua: incorporates organisations that are concerned with managing the affairs of iwi, hapu, marae, and non-field specific aspects of Maori life (found in development and housing category) – Tenant et al 06 (defining NP sector: NZ)
Tikanga Maori: doing the right thing according to their customs and belief handed down through generations (cultural obligations) – Mahi Aroha 07




Why look at NGOWhy look at NGO--government government 
relationships?relationships?

 The NGO is a significant sector in NZThe NGO is a significant sector in NZ
 Contributed to 4.9% of GDP overall Contributed to 4.9% of GDP overall 
 97,000 NGOs & workforce larger than most industries  97,000 NGOs & workforce larger than most industries  

 Increase of government support to NGOs in NZ Increase of government support to NGOs in NZ 
 Government funding increase worth $446 millionGovernment funding increase worth $446 million
 Recent tax changes to increase givingRecent tax changes to increase giving

 NGO services are increasingly contracted by NGO services are increasingly contracted by 
government government –– Internationally!Internationally!
 NZ Government departmental funding to NGOs: 93% NZ Government departmental funding to NGOs: 93% 

service contractsservice contracts
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The statistics come from STATS NZ (data from 2004-2005) and data mainly gathered 
The 4.9% (economic value) includes volunteer work (also $9.8 billion industry – expenditures – incl. volunteer effort)
Of the 97,000 NGOs, 45% are in the arts, cultural, and sports category
Funding of $446 million announced in 2008
The 93% in service contracts is in comparison to government grants




NGOs can do great things!NGOs can do great things!

 Contribute to GDP (4.9%)Contribute to GDP (4.9%)
 Provide essential servicesProvide essential services
 Fill in the gaps Fill in the gaps 
 Highlight ‘minority’ groups Highlight ‘minority’ groups 

needs needs 
 Social capital Social capital -- networksnetworks
 Chile, Brazil, Thailand, Chile, Brazil, Thailand, 

Indonesia Indonesia –– more democraticmore democratic
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Essential services: domestic violence, health (PHOs), family planning, some education services, some housing services
Minority groups needs: i.e. by maori, for maori services
Shape of NGO relationship with govt in NZ due to three factors: (Sanders et al: NZ NP sector in Comparative perspective 08)
Ongoing vitality of indigenous Maori population and associated emergence of a bicultural society
Legal, social and political consequences of a predominantly British settlement from the mid-19th century (Treaty)
Post-1938 elaboration of the welfare state (Social Security Act)
Around 1990s, govt started to recognise importance of NGOs and since 2000 has been working to repair damage of relatinship



Benefits to the relationshipBenefits to the relationship

 NGOs gain:NGOs gain:
 Financial resourcesFinancial resources
 Management Management 

experienceexperience
 Networks with Networks with 

policymakerspolicymakers

 Governments gain:Governments gain:
 SpecialisedSpecialised services services 

without the workwithout the work
 Reduced costsReduced costs
 Ability to tap into local Ability to tap into local 

knowledgeknowledge



Sounds good… what’s the Sounds good… what’s the 
problem?problem?

What community?What community?
 Strong & diverse civil society? Strong & diverse civil society? 
 BINGOsBINGOs & & PINGOsPINGOs

 NGOs replacing the state?NGOs replacing the state?
Who’s ‘running’ the NGO?Who’s ‘running’ the NGO?
 Is the NGOIs the NGO--government government 

relationship good?relationship good?
 Accountability Accountability 
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New Policy Agenda trends: expansion of NGOs providing service delivery AND greater role in democratisation 
What community? Do they legitimately represent the national interest? 
Not all NGOs are good – the bad are riding the coattails of the good
Strong & diverse civil society? (Mercer 02): how can we get rid of the negatives of social capital and commit to the common good? (NGOs are often seen as the saviors… answers to all of our problems)
Most assume that NGOs are a sign of a democratic society with competing interests, but only one interest may be displayed and only one type of NGO may get funding (those that follow govt strategic goals, those supported by urban elites); 
BINGOs (pesticide, pharmaceutical, tobacco, corporate, World Bank?), PINGO (less access, fewer resources)
NGOs replacing the state: less to do with democratic governance and more with transnational capital; used to further an agenda – deregulation and concentration of power
Citizens are needing to become more entrepreneurial to meet their needs
State still needs to do work in less ‘profitable’ areas like literacy programmes and health programmes (AIDS)
Things I will address later in discussion (and more relevant to NZ):
NGO-govt relationship good – negatives of contract relationship (discuss later) and civil society argument above ALSO: NGOs and govt are not equal!! Holistic services?
Accountability to citizens and to NGO members



Najam’sNajam’s (2000) Model: (2000) Model: 
The Four C’sThe Four C’s

Goals (Ends)Goals (Ends)

StrategiesStrategies
(Means)(Means)

SimilarSimilar DissimilarDissimilar
SimilarSimilar CooperationCooperation CoCo--optationoptation

DissimilarDissimilar ComplementarityComplementarity ConfrontationConfrontation



Why use a model?Why use a model?

If we better understand the If we better understand the 
relationship, then we can work to relationship, then we can work to 

improve it!improve it!



NGO and government NGO and government 
relationships: Cooperationrelationships: Cooperation

 Similar goals and strategiesSimilar goals and strategies
 Absence of perceived threatAbsence of perceived threat
 Often seen in the ‘contract’ Often seen in the ‘contract’ 

relationshiprelationship
 Health servicesHealth services
 Environmental conservation servicesEnvironmental conservation services
 Housing servicesHousing services
 Welfare servicesWelfare services



Potential problems with NGOs as Potential problems with NGOs as 
service providersservice providers

 1990s Contract culture1990s Contract culture and and 
mistrust mistrust 

 Funding and contract processFunding and contract process
 Competitive, ‘Competitive, ‘siloedsiloed’ $, uncertainty’ $, uncertainty

More bureaucratisedMore bureaucratised
 Networks, development, Networks, development, 

community, advocacycommunity, advocacy
 Accountability to citizensAccountability to citizens
 NGOs as a convenient solutionNGOs as a convenient solution
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Contract culture led to mistrust (advocacy and developmental role): OCVS developed
From NGO working group 2007: 
Competition between NGOs for $ and workers; siloed $ = lack of innovation & lack of holistic services, uncertain (short-term contracts)
More bureaucratised to manage lack of resources – (insufficiency) can lead to 
An uneven playing field when competing for contracts; 
Difficulty in managing paperwork associated with govt contracts
Networks VERY important for NGOs (i.e. Lister 2000)
Accountability to citizens: not democratically elected
NGOs as a convenient solution: is it the govt’s responsibility?




NGO and government NGO and government 
relationships: Confrontationalrelationships: Confrontational

 Dissimilar strategies and goalsDissimilar strategies and goals
 The Expected relationship?The Expected relationship?

 Opportunity for opposing viewsOpportunity for opposing views
 Is this being lost?Is this being lost?

 Advocacy role under fundedAdvocacy role under funded
 Lobbying and state moneyLobbying and state money
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ACLU: Your First Amendment rights - freedom of speech, association and assembly; freedom of the press, and freedom of religion. Your right to equal protection under the law - equal treatment regardless of race, sex, religion or national origin. Your right to due process - fair treatment by the government whenever the loss of your liberty or property is at stake. Your right to privacy - freedom from unwarranted government intrusion into your personal and private affairs.
Child Poverty Action Group NZ alleges the In-Work Tax Credit is discriminatory. This is because children whose parents cannot meet a work test are denied the support needed to keep them out of poverty. CPAG, represented by the Office of Human Rights Proceedings, is bringing a legal case before the Human Rights Review Tribunal. The hearing is now underway. 
Often talk of the state being accountable to citizens (when discussing the NGO-govt relationship), but there is the question of NGOs being accountable to their members – how does the relationship effect lobbying if the state is funding the NGOs?
Sanders et al 2008 found that this is a worry mainly among health and social service sector because it is often an excluded activity in contractual relationships



NGO and government relations: NGO and government relations: 
ComplementarityComplementarity

 Similar goals, but Similar goals, but 
dissimilar strategiesdissimilar strategies
 By By MMāāoriori for for MMāāoriori

servicesservices??
 Can take two formsCan take two forms

 Government contractsGovernment contracts
 Outside fundingOutside funding

 How much should NGOs How much should NGOs 
supplement government?supplement government?
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Te Hotu Manawa Maori: Maori heart health
Oranga Niho: Dental care
Supplement govt: focus on essential services or as an advocate for the community or NGO members?




NGO and government relations: NGO and government relations: 
CoCo--optationoptation

 Dissimilar goals, but similar strategiesDissimilar goals, but similar strategies
 Each group is trying to influence the otherEach group is trying to influence the other
 The power asymmetry determines which The power asymmetry determines which 

relationship they engage inrelationship they engage in
 Environmental NGOs ‘win’ in PakistanEnvironmental NGOs ‘win’ in Pakistan

 NGOs going beyond the state?NGOs going beyond the state?
 Tool to legitimate agendaTool to legitimate agenda



‘‘Solutions’ in the literatureSolutions’ in the literature
 ContextualisedContextualised approach (Mercer 2002)approach (Mercer 2002)

 TangataTangata whenuawhenua and and MahiMahi ArohaAroha

 Incorporate soft accountability (Incorporate soft accountability (CribbCribb 2006)2006)
 Balance: control and discretion Balance: control and discretion –– trust trust 
 Regulations: less detailed, outcome focused, Regulations: less detailed, outcome focused, 

‘relational’ & long term funding‘relational’ & long term funding

 Make relationships more transparentMake relationships more transparent
 NGOs working together (NGO Working Group)NGOs working together (NGO Working Group)
 Don’t reinvent the wheel!Don’t reinvent the wheel!
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Contextualised (localised) approach: 
Whanaungatanga (kinship); Mahi Aroha (work performed out of love, sympathy or caring and through a sense of duty)
Soft accountability occurs when govt can get to know the NGOs better to create a trusting relationship
Consult during the policy process
Make relationships more transparent: difficulty with gathering data from crown entities
NGOs working together: provide support, share innovations and best practices
Don’t reinvent the wheel (work from documents we already have): 
Framework for relations between the MOH and health/disability NGOs (2002) & Statement of govt intentions for an improved community-govt relationship (2001): Increase consultation and communication; reduce silo-effect in funding (funding across range of dept’s), acknowledge the Treaty, embrace innovation and creativity, respect and recognise cultural diversity)
Funding guidelines: Treasury guidelines for contracting with NGOs for services sought by the crown (2003) & Auditor-General’s Principals to underpin management by public entities of funding to NGOs (2006)
Consultation: “Some degree of collaboration and partnership between central and/or local govt and communities is now expected if public policy objectives are to be realistic and achievable. To make policies realistic, policy choices around the spending of public funds are usually made in consultation with those who are affected. NGOs often have a role in facilitating consultation with service users.” - Auditor-General’s Principals to underpin management by public entities of funding to NGOs (2006) p14-15 



ConclusionConclusion
 NGOs are a significant sector in NZNGOs are a significant sector in NZ
 Better understand the sector Better understand the sector 

 Civil society, funding, controlCivil society, funding, control
 Better understand the relationshipBetter understand the relationship

 Citizens rights & NGO autonomyCitizens rights & NGO autonomy
 Improve relationshipsImprove relationships

 Soft accountability and Soft accountability and contextualisedcontextualised
approachapproach

 Work from what we already haveWork from what we already have
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